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Thresholds
Reminder to self. A while back I read something that interested me. ironically, I don’t
recall where I read it or who wrote it, I simply liked the idea of it. A possible answer to
lifes little mysteries. As humans we all live through and experience the threshold. As a
practising artist the threshold is a fundamental feature of the creative process. I want to
create a threshold piece that the viewer sees and better still, experiences.
My interests are in time, space and memory. These themes and interests filter into and
through my artworks in many ways. To date, I’ve worked with lens based mediums.
However I have big ambitions for site specific works with architecture and other types of
spaces.
Getting back to life’s little mystery - I read an explanation as to why, if you move from
one space to another you can forget. It is as simple as going upstairs in your home and
forgetting what it was you went up for. The writer described this as crossing a physical
threshold but your mind gets left behind. This could be applied to memory in general and
many of my previous projects. I am interested in the mind and body aspect of this. I like
the simple explanation.
My mind started to consider all of the possibilities. How many ‘holds’ are they? Time,
as time passes… events, happy or traumatic etc etc… This all leads to researching
around concepts and themes. This helps develop the ideas I have so far.
Idea So Far
Cathedral and Prisons
Panoptes
Large scale site specific sculpture

I have a draft proposal, to share would spoil. Sometimes mysteries inspire the
imagination.
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10/17/09
The work as an opening onto a direction of thought.
12/18/19
Following landscapes, cities, buildings through levels of mediation: the window, the
billboard, the screen; car and airplane, maps and views. Photo archives blown up and
posted in public spaces; architectural renderings—a whole Potemkin village projected
toward the future. The moment immersed in prospect and retrospect.
1/21/11
Home: Snow and spoil. Town lights from the hilltop. Steam heat and coal fires.
10/7/12
Symbol vs. trauma.. Skeletons make a space for meditation. They’re formal, clean.
abstract, classical. On their way to geological time. Corpses induce panic and measure
out a time after time. The continuation of indifferent biological temporality they point to
the matter that constitutes us, the relative speed and uncertainty of organic time. the time
we know is running out on us and that’s already run out for the corpse while gnawing at
its remains.
1/27/14
Style as a way to negotiate contradictions.
5/6/14
Things are always measured against something else, an abstraction derived from a
concrete entity and finally standardized (the foot, the light year). Imagine a materialism
without scale.
10/16/14
Cross/Inter/Mixed Mediums. This is not a simple opposition between mixed mediums
and medium specificity. The mix only works in the manner of teenage lovers who can’t
keep their hands off each other rather than the grim participants of an arranged marriage
presided over by an idea
12/29/14
The real work is not in the declaration of an idea but in later, riskier, negotiations, in the
details where God and the devil live.
3/6/15
“Rome, London, Carthage are merely more durable clouds: they all of them finally
perish” – Lichtenberg

7/23/15
Remembering Delft. The swan depending on its distance:
ethereal, real, muscular
10/10/15
The decaying corpse repels physical contact even as it affects us viscerally. The skull
bleached clean, invites touch, measurement, the experience of heft.
12/19/15
“The death that mows us down at least concedes more time to things” – Nadar
1/12/16
Everything is happening
all at once
all the time.
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Thank you all
for your help. The mistakes are mine, the product is ours.
choosing to watc
Don't Explain solo
‚Äúnot so much alarmed but saddened‚Äù by the feeble rendering of Christmas carols for
which

yea hclaire

because it contains a banned file attachment.

black hair and tan skin, 130 lb and 32dd. Im looking for an attractive couple. I love both
sexes and love having my tits played with and sucked on by two people at the same time.
Ive only had a threesome once before. I prefer the girl also be bi. So feel free to drop me
an email if you think you may be interested. Your pic gets mine. Cant wait to hear from
you.
If you look from the side at a planet swinging around in its orbit, split the sun with a
mirror and imagine a string, it all looks like a yo-yo. The point furthest from the sun is
called aphelion. The point furthest from the yo-yo hand is called, by analogy, apocheir.
our team! If interested we have a fun creative writing exercise we would like you to take
part in as an entry exercise. Do you know about dating? Relationships? Sex?

‚Äôt have the backbone to endure being told they didn‚Äôt succeed. It‚Äôs agonizing, of
course, or maybe heartening, if you‚Äôre the sort of person who appreciates emotional
transparency.
preparers must be careful to wait until the fruit's protective pods turn red and open
naturally. Once open, the only edible portion is the yellow arilli, which surround alwaystoxic black seeds.
subway-5-dollar-footlongs-egyptian-large-2
run across a field. I had to carry my wounded friend on my shoulders, so I was moving
pretty slow. One of the planes circled around, and dropped a bomb right near me. I felt
something hit me in the back and I got thrown to the ground. I thought for sure I was hit,
but I couldn't see any blood. When I finally got to some cover, I pulled my backpack off
my back, and saw that it had a giant hole in it. When I opened it up, I discovered that a
piece of shrapnel had torn through everything and lodged i
they can't strong arm us into leaving in

ok. i think the deal is there was a misunderstanding on the phone which was that i was
saying that i wanted audio for "order in the court" playing on the front page, with the
image that says order in the court. sorry if i was unclear or w/e. that's why i was confused
about what you were asking. thnk u for clarification. i was supposed to be @ work 10
minutes ago and i'm still at home so I'll look at the site in its current form when i get
home.
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